
Element Project 
You will be able to pick an Element to research (no two students can pick the same element).   After gathering information you will 

select one of the following project options. 

Options: 

1. Music Video: 

2. Prezi 

3. Online Childrens Book  

4. Other:  If approved by teacher, alternative final products can be allowed.  If you have an idea talk to your teacher..  

All projects must contain the required information, references (on the back), a clever design, and color.. Be sure to include your name 

and class period on your project as well. The Element Project will be graded according to the rubric below. 

Information 
Partial credit for 

information is possible 

All required information present; 

appropriately placed on project.  

50 pts total 

 

Missing some information.  

49 to 25 pts 

 

Missing most of the information.  

24 to 0 pts 

Ref\ 

erences ** 

At least 2 References cited 

(complete web address) 10 pts 

 Only 1 Reference cited 

(complete web address) 5 

pts 

References missing or incomplete 

web address 0 pts 

Sturdy Construction/ 

Neatness 

"Built to Last" — will still be 

hanging/standing at end of the 

semester, neat construction, 

organized information    10 pts 

Doesn't fall apart, but not 

very sturdy, slightly messy, 

disorganized  

5 pts 

Requires significant repair, sloppy 

construction, not neat or clearly 

organized 

0 pts 

Design Clever and creative design; has a 

definite purpose      10 pts 

Shows thought  

5 pts 

Clearly little thought in the design  

0 pts 

Use of Color Colorful, grabs your attention  

10 pts 

Has some color; not 

particularly striking    5 pts 

Drab, no use of color  

0 pts 

** Note:  if using internet references you MUT have the complete web address.  [Example google.com is NOT a complete 

source, but http://www.chemicool.com/elements/magnesium.html is a complete source] 
Each project should have your name, your class period and must include the following information: 

General Element Information:   

1) Element Name 

2) Symbol 

3) Atomic Number 

4) Average Atomic Mass  

5) Group Number 

6) Period Number 

7) Group Name (Alkali Metal, Transition 

Metal, Halogen, etc.) 

Physical Characteristics 

8) Melting point  

9) Boiling point 

10) Density at room temperature 

11) Physical state at room temperature  

12) Most common isotopes and relative 

(percent) abundance of isotopes   

Electrons 

13) Bohr’s Model 

14) Electron Dot Diagram [Lewis 

Diagram] 

 Chemical Characteristics 

15) Substances it reacts with…. 

16) Substances it won’t react with…..  

17) THREE Uses – be sure to explain “unusual” uses.  (For 

example: if your element is sometimes used as a “moderator in a 

nuclear reactor”, then explain what a moderator in a nuclear 

reactor does) 

History/Other 

18) Who discovered/isolated/created element? 

19) When was the element discovered? 

20) Where was the element discovered? 

21) what does elements name mean (or what is it named after) 

22) Photos/Illustrations {of element, compound it is found in} 

23) Why did you choose this element? 

24) Something you learned about the element that you have not 

previously stated and did not already know 

Note: This is a starting point. Gather as much information as you 

can, organize the information, then use the rubric and examples to 

provide you with guidance. 

 

          Total:  _____/90 points 

http://www.chemicool.com/elements/magnesium.html

